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About This Game

The Steadfast VR Challenge is a hybrid of First Person Shooter and Tower Defense that forces you to incorporate strategy with
marksmanship in a virtual world!

It's delivered in an infinite wave based format where you'll find yourself frequently combining fast, deliberate decisions with
quick reflexes to pull off the unthinkable. All while utilizing the time between waves to carefully place your chess-like pieces,

arm your traps and catch your breath before the next onslaught begins. Your objective is to complete as many rounds as possible
before your virtual world literally explodes in your face.

Do you have the skill, smarts and poise under pressure?
Are you up for the challenge...
The Steadfast VR Challenge?
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Title: The Steadfast VR Challenge
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Lanclan, LLC
Publisher:
Lanclan, LLC
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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This game has soooooo much potential. The graphics are horrible. No way to upscale the graphics and everything looks fuzzy.
No matter what hardware you have. If the devs cleaned up the graphics, this game would be a winner! Great concept. But too
fuzzy to play without getting annoyed. Also, your pistols randomly disappear, so you lose the game. Too bad, they almost had a
winner here.. AMAZING Shooter\/Tower Defense Hybrid!!!
I've been playing this game on Oculus for months now, very happy to see it's now on Steam! If you are a fan of Shooters &
Tower Defense games, this is an amazing hybrid of the two!!! Not only is it the best hybrid of the two gametypes but
individually i believe it's the best (first person) shooter and tower defense game offered today. The fact that it's both combined
into one is incredible. This has and will continue to provide hours and hours and hours of fun. Honestly the best money i've
spent on the Rift store so far & i'm sure i'll say the same now about Steam!!! Highly Recommended!!!. Sorry boys, if it's
finnicky during the tutorial (wouldn't let me grab the first canister) I'm not gonna waste my time. Good fun. Could do with a
little more content. I would like to see more Automated traps.
Overall its a good purchase when on sale!
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